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Living with uncertainty –

UK forestry in a 4 degree world

Andy Moffat, James Morison and Anna Lawrence

Centre for Forestry and Climate Change

Forest Research

Talk contents

• Changing nature of British forestry 

• Likely impacts of a 4 degree climate

• Managing uncertainty

• What to do next
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“the stewardship and use of 

forests and forest lands in a way, 

and at a rate, that maintains their 

biodiversity, productivity, 

regeneration capacity, vitality 

and their potential to fulfil, now 

and in the future, relevant 

ecological, economic and social 

functions, at local, national, and 

global levels, and that does not 

cause damage to other 
ecosystems”.

Sustainable Forest Management

Functional ecosystemsProductive capacity

Landscape qualityFunctional landscapes

Recreation and well-

being
Urban treescape

Ecosystem services - now
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Flood alleviation Biomass energy

Urban shade Carbon capture

Ecosystem services - tomorrow

Forest strategy

2006

2009

2008
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UKCP09 2080 Medium Projections

Tree species suitability 
predictions
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Forest fires

Pests and diseases

Devastating effects of Red Band 

Needle Blight in Aberdeenshire
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Current activity of 

P. cinnamomi

Activity with 1.5oC 

temperature increase

Activity with 3oC 

temperature increase

Modelling: P. cinnamomi distribution scenarios

GB softwood availability by sector

From Forestry Commission (2004)
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Public Forest Estate

• What size do we want?

• What do we want it to deliver?

• What can we afford?

• Can we find other ways to fund?

Projected suitability – Sitka spruce
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Beech

Ash

Oak

Syc

‘natural’ ranges

  

  

Climate space: 2080 
Med/High UKCIP projection

Blue = gain

Green = no change

Red = loss

(From MONARCH)
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1961-902050s Lo2050s Hi2080s Hi

*

Climate matching - Alice Holt

Eucalyptus in England?
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High Forest Continuous cover

Silvicultural systems

Managing uncertainty
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The policy decision chain

Establish objectives for future forest under climate change

Increase awareness/education about adaptation to climate change

Determine vulnerability of forest ecosystems, and society

Develop present and future adaptive actions

Manage the forest sustainably

Monitor state against thresholds

Manage to reduce impacts when they occur, speed recovery

From Spittlehouse & Stewart (2003)

Planning – for what?
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“The Government will support a new drive

to encourage private funding for woodland

creation. If we could create an additional

10,000 hectares of woodland per year for

15 years, those growing trees could remove

up to 50 million tonnes of carbon dioxide

between now and 2050.”

“Ministers have endorsed the Scottish 

Forestry Strategy target to increase 

woodland cover to 25% of Scottish land area 

(by the second half of the century). This will 

require additional planting levels of up to 

15,000 ha/yr.”

New planting targets

Planting – for what?
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Carbine/BSORT

Modelled GHG gain
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“The development of models based on an combination of  

empiricism and heuristics conveys the reality (of the pace of 

climate change), where expert opinion provides the missing 

link of empirical evidence”

Watts and Handley (2009)

biosecurity
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Forest monitoring

Spatial planning

“The right tree in the 
right place”  -
requires:

• impact/outcome 
modelling

• decision framework

• common ‘currency’ (?)

• accessible, user 
friendly systems

• buy-in from 
stakeholders

From USDA National Agroforestry Center (2008) 
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Communication (x3)

Scientific

Technical

Popular

“The pack is primarily 

aimed at Forestry 
Commission staff, so 
that they are able to 

communicate the 
Forestry 
Commission’s key 

climate change 
messages to the 
public.”

Climate change education 
– for and by the FC
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From Dessai and Hulme (2003)

Adaptation ‘conundrum’

What next to prepare for four degrees?

• Exploration of adaptation across land-uses;

• Derivation of appropriate fiscal and policy 
incentives for resilient woodland expansion 
and adaptive woodland management;

• Development of a common framework and 
tools to facilitate integrated land-use planning
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Conclusions: near certainties

• Four degrees will make substantial changes 
to British forests, with or without intervention;

• Britain will need more trees;

• Current policy is heading in the right direction;

• There will be a need for more spatial 
planning, but appropriate mechanisms for 
local involvement;

• There remains much to do to translate 
knowledge into appropriate measures that 
achieve this

Continuing uncertainties

• The rate of climate change;

• World timber trade and markets;

• Private forestry take up/compliance;

• Food security and impact on land-use;

• Biological uncertainty;

• How conflicting policies will be resolved
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New forests?

This presentation is subject to Crown Copyright. It is 
provided on the condition that, as expressly stated 
elsewhere in Forestry Commission rules, the licensee 
shall keep confidential the contents of the presentation or 
any part thereof, and shall not disclose the same to any 
third party without the prior written approval of the 
Forestry Commission. The licensee cannot, without the 
prior written consent of the Forestry Commission, modify 
the contents of this presentation. If these conditions are 
not acceptable to the licensee, the presentation is to be 
returned to the originator.

DISCLAIMER. No responsibility for loss occasioned to any 
person or organisation acting, or refraining from action, as 
a result of any material in this presentation can be 
accepted by the Forestry Commission.

© Crown Copyright 2009


